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W O O D T U R N E R S C H A T T E R

Denatured alcohol cleans hot-melt glue
I do a number of small turnings where I use a wasteblock and hot-melt glue to mount the work. 
More often than not, the glue melts onto parting tools and gouges when I’m parting the work off 
or turning a fresh face on the wasteblock. To help remove the glue from my turning tools, I soak 
them in denatured alcohol (DNA). After a few minutes, I can easily slide the glue off the tool.

To contain the DNA bath, I use a large, straight-sided jar with about 1" (25mm) of sand in the 
bottom to keep the jar from tipping over. I turned a wood disk that just fits inside the mouth 
of the jar. In a matter of days, the disk became saturated and sank to the bottom and now pro-
vides a soft surface for the tool tip. Alternatively, the jar could be epoxied to a piece of wood for 
stability. The only problem so far was when my daughter, who is a professor of microbiology, 
was visiting and questioned why a woodturner would have a jar labeled DNA in her shop!
—Kathleen Duncan, Washington

“Spindle-turned” sidegrain bowls
I recently made a set of six small, 
nearly identical bowls. I was not partic-
ularly excited about the one-at-a-time 
process of mounting between centers, 
cutting tenons, shaping, remounting, 
hollowing, etc. My solution was to glue 
up a “sidegrain spindle blank,” which 
allowed me to shape the outside of all 
the bowls without having to mount 
each one individually.

Here are some pointers for using 
this method:
1.  Joint and plane the top and bottom

of each bowl blank to about ⅜"
(10mm) thicker than the desired
bowl height. Cut the blanks round

on a bandsaw and mark the end-
grain on one side. Glue and clamp 
the blanks together, keeping the 
endgrain marks aligned (Photo 1). I 
glued just two at a time, then glued 
the whole bunch together.

2.  Mount the blank on the lathe
between centers, and use a bowl
gouge—not a spindle-roughing
gouge, as this is a sidegrain
turning—to turn the blank to a cyl-
inder (Photo 2). Carefully measure
the widest diameter you want your
final bowls.

3.  Mark all of the glue joints and cut a
groove to one side of each. You do
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not want the glue joints in your final 
bowls. Form a chucking tenon for 
each bowl just above each glue joint 
(Photo 3).

4.  Measure and mark equal lengths
for the elements of each bowl
(foot, ogee, bulge, rim), and shape
the bowls to their final outside
profiles. Lightly sand the bowls
(Photo 4), then make parting cuts
part-way through below each
tenon. Complete the parting cuts
with a hand saw with the lathe off.
Remount each bowl, one at a time,
in a scroll chuck to hollow them.

—Carl Whitaker, Massachusetts

Finger cots protect skin
Finger cots are like a disposable glove for one finger. I like to use them when a 
five-finger glove would be overkill—like when spreading cyanoacrylate (CA) 
glue with my finger. I typically glue the pith at the bottom of my hollow forms 
to prevent cracks.

You can buy finger cots from your local pharmacy or online. They are used in 
the medical world to keep finger bandages from getting wet.
—Carl Ford, New York
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